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To all the New City Fellows,  
co- travelers who have joined me on pilgrimage—  

limping, walking, and even sometimes  
running together toward home.

— Josh

For Erin.  
Life with you is a true joy.  

I love you dearly.
— Jack
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ix

PREFACE
Confessions of a Theologian

SOMETIMES PEOPLE ASK ME  if I (Josh) still have doubts. I 
sense that for many it’s a surprise and a letdown when I tell them I 
do. Perhaps they like to imagine theologians, and especially apolo-
gists, as ironclad warriors who, having conquered all of their de-
mons of doubt, are triumphantly parading with the angels from 
conference to conference, basking in the glory of victory. If that is 
your image of either of us, let me disabuse you of that notion from 
the start. The demons remain.

And they have left wounds. I can remember the anxiety I felt as 
a young college student when a professor exposed my ignorance of 
how the New Testament actually worked. I was a committed Chris-
tian but also a fairly naive business major taking my first religion 
class at a state university. My youth- group pizza parties had not 
prepared me for that.

In my twenties I felt the pain of being that guy in Bible studies— 
the one who couldn’t get past the first verse because my head was 
spinning over whether this verse contradicted that verse, or what 
I was supposed to do with the Nephilim, or whether what I was 
learning about science could be squared with the opening verses 
of Genesis, or if . . .
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Preface

Now, at least, the legions mostly hide out in the shadows. But 
doubt can unpredictably surface, gnawing at my faith with an in-
tensity that rivals those earlier days. Another report of a school 
shooting taking the lives of children or a violent storm wiping out an 
entire village, and the internal rage erupts into doubt: “Why would 
a good God allow that?!” Walking through a museum, peering at 
the tangible traces of people who lived before Christ appeared in 
the world, I wonder, “Why did Jesus come so late?”

These questions are not new, and I know responses to them. I 
often go back to these responses after I get my emotions in check 
and also when I work through difficult questions with someone 
struggling with them for the first time. In the end, I’m not always 
sure which of the possible explanations is correct, but over time 
I’ve learned to accept unknowns. I’ve learned that maturity in life 
means living with different levels of confidence. I’ve learned to 
live with mystery. I like how the philosopher Christopher Watkin 
recently explained the paradox: “Christianity allows us to calibrate 
our knowledge of good and evil against something that is reason-
able but that we do not fully know: namely God. So the world, for 
the Christian, is both more intelligible and more mysterious than 
for the rationalist: more intelligible because it does not rely on the 
skyhook of assuming ultimate rationality, and more mysterious 
because the character of the reasonable God is infinitely deep and 
rich.”1

So, I live by faith in God, who makes sense of things. Still, there 
is so much I can’t make sense of. As the apostle Paul puts it, I “see 
through a glass, darkly” (1 Cor. 13:12 KJV). Through Christ, I really 
do see. But the darkness lingers.

I say this not to valorize my own doubts but because the last 
thing you need is someone telling you faith is easy. At least for me, 
it hasn’t been. The fact that you have picked up this book means 
that you’re likely wondering whether you can hang on to your faith 
or whether you can return to the faith.

I believe you can— if you want to.
By this I don’t mean that you can simply generate or sustain faith 

with a snap of your fingers. What I mean is that if you have a desire 
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xi

to believe, you can learn to seek in such a way that faith will be there 
in the end. That may sound fishy now, but give us a chance by read-
ing the book through. And for now, hear this: Your doubts probably 
will not completely vanish anytime soon, but they don’t have to 
have the final word. Doubt doesn’t have to incapacitate your faith.

I believe in Jesus Christ and the claims of his earliest followers 
for a variety of what I find to be good reasons. I’ve learned to keep 
seeking, digging around in books, talking to other Christians, try-
ing on ancient ways of seeing, and exploring new (but actually old) 
practices. In other words, through the years I’ve found ways to deal 
with doubt— not to vanquish all my doubts but to grow through, 
even with, them. I’ve learned God can mysteriously bring good 
from suffering, including the agony of my doubts.

Part of my job is to think hard about hard questions. Because 
I’m often thinking about these questions, it has occurred to me 
that I probably have had more doubts through the years than other 
believers I talk to in my community. I’ve had to constantly run 
things over in my mind. For over a decade I’ve had conversations 
about doubt with college students as a professor, and now I have 
these conversations in the fellows program I lead as well. One of 
the reasons Jack and I decided to write this book is that through 
the years we’ve had many conversations about doubt together, first 
when he was my student and then also as he became my colleague 
and friend. Reading this book will let you “listen in” on the kinds 
of conversations Jack and I have had over the years and, we hope, 
inspire you to build similar friendships.

In communicating with you by way of a book rather than in a 
conversation, we run the risk of not addressing the type of doubt 
or the kinds of objections that bother you the most. We can’t reach 
through the binding, ask you questions, listen, be sensitive to how 
the Holy Spirit is working in your life, dialogue with you, and pray 
with you. The Christian faith is meant to be lived out with friends 
who will do all those things, which we can’t do in a book. Never-
theless, because we’ve observed many people languishing in doubt 
all around us, we felt called to offer up this little book. In sharing 
what we’ve learned through the years, it traces at least one path to 
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Preface

the faith, hope, and love we have continued to find in communion 
with a God who is really there, though who at times can feel hidden.

You might be interested to know that I only reluctantly took on 
the calling to be an apologist. In most of my theological circles at the 
time, the “cool” theologians and philosophers stayed out of apolo-
getics. Peer pressure is no less powerful in the world of theology 
than it is on the playground, and I wanted to be part of the “in” 
crowd. Plus, I didn’t care for heated arguments. At the time apolo-
getics often felt to me like what college freshmen did late at night 
in the dorms, one upping the other with abstract arguments that 
most people couldn’t care less about. But I sensed the Lord calling 
me into it, so I went, albeit aware of the dangers.

The Oxford scholar and apologist C. S. Lewis, whose spirit will 
accompany us through this book, once closed a lecture to a group 
of apologists like this:

I have found that nothing is more dangerous to one’s own faith than 
the work of an apologist. No doctrine of that faith seems to me so 
spectral, so unreal as the one that I have just successfully defended 
in a public debate. For a moment, you see, it has seemed to rest on 
oneself: as a result when you go away from the debate, it seems no 
stronger than that weak pillar.2

Lewis understood what it was like to know an argument like the 
back of your hand and win with it. But he also understood what 
it was like to still be haunted by lingering questions: What if I’ve 
missed something? Am I just playing intellectual games? Does this 
doctrine really mean anything to me? Does it matter? It is one thing 
to argue a point, another to live it out, especially when disillusion-
ment and suffering unexpectedly disrupt your life.

We academic types often hide our wounds behind our intellect. 
One of the side effects can be a failure to humbly open ourselves 
up to the God we believe our arguments point to. Consider that God 
might be using your doubts to make you vulnerable so that you can 
learn to receive his presence as a gift— rather than something you 
imagine you can control or earn. Much of my life— my work, my 
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xiii

sense of worth, my identity— has operated from the slippery logic 
of achievement. I now see how that burden seeped into my faith. 
Painfully, I’ve had to learn the hard way what I always confessed I 
believed: I can’t earn the grace I need. And it has been in the quiet 
waiting on the Lord— amid my doubts— that I’ve learned to receive it.

Lewis warns against reducing Christianity to an intellectual ex-
ercise in which God is the end of the logical chain of syllogisms by 
which the really smart people become Christians. This is not how 
Christianity works. Lewis would go on to say that those of us who set 
out to defend the faith, and I would add anyone who is attempting to 
work out their faith intellectually, “take our lives in our hands and 
can be saved only by falling back continually from the web of our 
own arguments, as from our intellectual counters, into the reality— 
from Christian apologetics into Christ Himself.”3 We should work 
things out in our minds as best we can, but our best arguments are 
meant to point us to Jesus Christ. Our arguments can only gesture 
to the deeper reality to which we must humbly open ourselves up 
by experience and practice.

This book doesn’t attempt to tidily answer all your questions; that 
would be glib. Nor do we think that we will make all your doubts 
disappear; that would be naive. While we hopefully will answer 
some of your questions, more importantly, in what follows you 
will find ways of thinking differently, practices to engage in, and 
better questions to attend to— with the aim of trying on what Lewis 
described as the reality of Christ.

Two final notes are worth mentioning before we get started in 
earnest. First, we will sometimes use the word “deconversion.” As 
you likely know, Christians have long debated whether someone 
can genuinely be converted and then “fall away.” We both have 
our opinions about that topic, but we don’t take a position here. 
Instead, we simply use words like “deconversion” to describe the 
phenomenon of someone no longer confessing Christ. We don’t 
mean anything more than that, and our conversation doesn’t hinge 
on whatever side of that theological debate you fall on.

Second, we’ve tried our best to keep this book practical and fairly 
short. Most of the time, people do not need an academic tome. 
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Preface

Throughout, Jack and I interact with and summarize scholarly 
works, look back at history to gain perspective, and refuse to shy 
away from hard things. Yet we have prioritized concision and clar-
ity. We know this will leave some of you wanting more, so we’ve left 
a paper trail of resources for further reading in our endnotes. We’ve 
taken this approach because we want you to finish the book you’re 
holding in your hands. But we also think it is a mistake to suggest, 
tacitly or otherwise, that you can simply think (or read) your way 
out of doubt. Better thinking is part of it, but better thinking calls 
for better vision and better posture. Herein we aren’t just offer-
ing you ideas to think about. We’re offering you a different way to 
“comport yourself towards the world,”4 which might just lead you 
to a deeper faith, even amid your doubts.

Jesus said to him, “If you are able!— All things can be done for the 
one who believes.” Immediately the father of the child cried out, “I 
believe; help my unbelief!” (Mark 9:23–24 NRSV)

Josh Chatraw  
Summer 2022  

Raleigh, North Carolina
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Part One

THE ATTIC
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3

1
This Isn’t How They Told Us 

It Would Be

IT SEEMED EASY TO BELIEVE IN CHRISTIANITY  when I 
(Jack) was surrounded by friends who were all devoted believers. 
My youth- group years taught me to believe that Christianity was 
transparently true; doubt was portrayed as an embarrassing and 
possibly deadly disease. So, if we had doubts, we kept them to our-
selves. None of us wanted to be seen as a project.

Of course, we knew people who weren’t Christians and had heard 
some of their objections, but these were hardly to be taken seri-
ously. We were told that these objections had been answered, and 
we were re assured that Christianity was right and they were wrong. 
Anyone who was willing to look at the evidence could see as much. 
After high school I enrolled in a Christian college and joined an-
other community that reinforced this kind of never- doubting belief. 
It all seemed to “work” just fine.

Until it didn’t.
Little did I know that those years— filled with worldview retreats, 

purity pledges, and jeremiads about “the culture”— were setting me 
up for some serious disappointments. Faith isn’t nearly as easy as 
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THE ATTIC

4

I thought. And as it turns out, I’m not the only one who learned 
this the hard way.

When I was in high school, Jim was one of the most active 
members of my youth group. He attended every gathering and 
was friendly with everyone. Wise, honest, and full of conviction, 
Jim was the perfect picture of a faithful Christian young man. We 
lost contact with each other after high school, but I recently recon-
nected with him through Instagram and learned that he no longer 
considers himself a Christian. He had, apparently, first experienced 
doubts while attending our youth group. As far as I know, he never 
told anyone. Perhaps he was worried about the social stigma; maybe 
he was tired of hearing the all- too- familiar arguments as if they 
were enough.1

When he went off to college, Jim’s seedling doubts grew into 
something he couldn’t ignore. He began identifying as bisexual. 
In the church environment we grew up in, there wasn’t much of a 
positive sexual vision on offer. Instead, we were taught rules and 
a certain sensibility: being gay was simply wrong and gross. Little 
more was said about it. I guess it isn’t very surprising that Jim isn’t 
a Christian after more than eight years in that environment. Chris-
tianity didn’t seem to fit Jim anymore.

Ashley was, like Jim, a professing Christian. She grew up at-
tending a private Christian school, and her entire childhood was 
steeped in a particular brand of Christianity. Her parents kept her 
from dating, bought her a purity ring, and sent her off to a Chris-
tian college to— presumably— find a nice Christian husband. They 
didn’t quite get the outcome they hoped for.

As Ashley began to reflect on her childhood, one word began 
to dominate her memory of it: abusive. Not abusive in a phys-
ical or sexual sense but abusive in relation to her intellectual and 
emotional freedom. Her beliefs had been forced on her, and her 
freedom of thought had been restricted. At first, she thought her 
parents were an anomaly, and she explored other forms of Chris-
tianity. Yet the succession of Christian authors she encountered 
only frustrated her faith. Each of them seemed so confident, and 
they all wanted her to believe exactly what they believed. They were 
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This Isn’t How They Told Us It Would Be

5

like her parents. Ashley wanted to be a Christian, but the whole 
structure of the religion felt tainted. The whole thing just seemed 
to be about power. This feeling was exacerbated as she began to 
see spiritual leaders— the same ones who had taught her to “keep 
herself pure”— rally their congregants around proudly immoral poli-
ticians. I’ve pleaded with Ashley that Christianity is broader and 
richer than the specific kind of parochial Christianity she grew up 
with. I’ve tried to show her that the failures of particular leaders 
don’t demonstrate the failure of Christianity itself. But for Ashley, 
Christianity just doesn’t seem good anymore.

Taylor, like the others, came from a Christian home and grew up 
in a conservative environment. She had been voicing doubts for a 
long time before she arrived at college, and it seemed to her that 
no one had satisfying answers. Taylor was particularly concerned 
with how Christianity and modern science related; she wanted to 
know how Christianity explained the data that led so many people 
to accept evolutionary theory. The desire to answer these questions 
and solve her doubts was so strong that Taylor pursued a minor in 
apologetics.

Taylor’s search seemed to work— at first. She would find a satis-
fying answer to some issue— say, criticism of the New Testament’s 
historical reliability— and would be certain of the Christian faith 
for a while. Eventually, however, a new argument challenging 
Christianity would present itself in some YouTube video or Reddit 
thread. The new argument would throw Taylor into another season 
of doubt, and the cycle would continue. Eventually, Taylor lost the 
motivation to remain a Christian. It was too much work; there were 
too many arguments against Christianity. At least for now, Taylor 
has given up on trying to banish the doubts that have plagued her 
for so long. She has deconverted.

As I have watched these friends and others struggle with their 
faith, I have become convinced that I was misled. Don’t misunder-
stand me: I still believe Christianity is true. But neither Josh nor 
I believe what we were once told growing up— that the Christian 
faith will always appear obviously true to anyone who looks at the 
evidence carefully.
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THE ATTIC

6

The Christian faith isn’t always so easy.
So, let’s get this out of the way right here at the start: If you are 

no longer sure if you can believe in God, or if you’re beginning to 
doubt Christianity, we don’t assume you’ve lost your mind. We as-
sume you’ve thought things out, and we respect your willingness 
to grapple with doubts and the problems within the community 
you’ve grown up in. Grappling honestly with these doubts often 
leads to “deconstruction”—a prolonged process of examining and 
replacing previously assumed belief structures. While deconstruc-
tion sometimes leads to deconversion, it doesn’t have to.

You Aren’t Alone

One of the most challenging parts of deconstruction is the over-
whelming loneliness that accompanies it. Deconstruction, to some 
extent, sets you apart from the community you’ve lived in, and fig-
uring out where to turn or whom to talk to can be a lonely process. 
Perhaps you are reading this and still consider yourself a Chris-
tian but the community you once held dear wouldn’t consider you 
“in” anymore. Or maybe you have left the church behind and you 
now feel the absence of belonging. Many people have a hard time 
replacing the deep bonds and the sense of meaning the Christian 
community once gave them.

Deconstruction can drive loneliness in more than one way. In 
many cases, at the core of deconstruction lies a distrust for estab-
lished authority structures and norms, and this distrust often leads 
to angst and cynicism. How do you know whom to trust? Are people 
just trying to manipulate you into conforming to their beliefs? What 
is the line between getting to know someone, with all their hopes 
and beliefs, and letting someone’s faith journey— an inherently 
emotional topic— have ill- suited sway over your life? Building re-
lationships becomes hard when you feel that people are trying to 
win you to their side. The loneliness only deepens.

The truth, however, is that deconstruction today is a well- trodden 
path. People have experienced your doubts before, and many will 
likely experience those doubts after you. Sometimes these doubts 
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7

lead people away from Christianity; other times people find them-
selves drawn deeper into the faith, more steeled and humbled than 
before. Both steeled and humbled? It’s a strange and wonderful 
combination that will come into focus in part 3 of this book. For 
now, the point is simply that you aren’t alone in wrestling with your 
doubts— no matter what dogmatic “Why would you ever think that?” 
remarks you are hearing.

New Pressures

Over the past five hundred years, the Western world has seen mas-
sive upheavals in how people perceive the world around them. 
Where humans once would have turned to family and an inher-
ited community to define themselves, that responsibility now rests 
largely on the individual’s shoulders. We still gather in communities 
to make meaning and understand the world, but now we choose 
our community, our beliefs, and our identity. Every group we’re 
connected to asks us about religious beliefs, social stances, and 
political views. You must pick a side. And your family or tradition, 
it is assumed, should not shape that opinion; you have to do it on 
your own. This is one of today’s great sources of loneliness and 
angst. It is up to you to figure it out. If you have a soul, it is up to 
you to save it. This is a crushing burden to bear.

Adding to the pressure of figuring out the mysteries of life un-
tethered from a community with deep inherited bonds of trust, 
a vast amount of raw information is now available to help you 
choose. Whereas humans once did not feel the pressure of religious 
views outside the ones they inherited, we now find innumerable 
competing views at our fingertips. What we have, then, is a two- 
edged sword: you are called upon to be the master of your own 
beliefs— without the help of established communities— yet the path 
to mastering your beliefs runs up a growing mountain of data and 
argumentation.

This isn’t all bad; questioning the beliefs that have been given 
to you is an important part of growing up. We’ve learned from the 
past that simply trusting what is handed to us can lead to disastrous 
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consequences. The teachings of different traditions often conflict. 
We need a way forward that appreciates the wisdom of different 
traditions without blindly going along with error. Access to more 
data can be helpful, but we also need access to sources of wisdom 
that help us sort it all out. The absence of such sources results in 
pressures that can feel crushing.

The modern tornado of information and competing views, hurl-
ing internet articles and YouTube videos every which way, has led 
to fear- induced responses. Some communities have attempted to 
build a space where people can comfortably shelter in place, hid-
den away from the crosswinds of competing options. Many believ-
ers who walk through deconstruction were born into one of these 
protective communities. Their childhood faith community feels 
uneasy, situated in a world of radical individualism and limitless 
information. As a result, these communities build walls to keep out 
the dangerous voices and ideas.

The defensive walls become pervasive. They seem natural and 
even go unnoticed. Until one day— like Jim, Ashley, and Taylor— 
you not only notice the walls but also long to get past them to the 
world outside the shelter. So, you lower your shoulder and plow 
right through. To your surprise the walls you always thought to be 
sturdy and thick are paper- thin. And instead of finding level ground 
on the other side, you fall hard and fast from a second- story attic. 
It’s to this collision that we turn in the chapters ahead.
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